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Category  2001  2002  2003  2004  2005 
           
EXPENDITURES           
Professional Staff  2922087  2729904  2891703  2851001  2895860 
Support Staff  2644812  2608644  2478361  2451827  2603043 
Students/Temps  499107  450434  457275  343698  469014 
Total Salaries  6066006  5788982  5827339  5646526  5967917 
           
Monographs  1930823  1512271  1082030  1430060  1159065 
Serials  3073029  2997122  3378616  3636358  3732876 
Other  91127  197921  206690  146975  46944 
Misc.  59980  1430  24999  923  59944 
Total Materials  5154959  4708744  4692335  5214316  4998829 
           
Binding  156274  109555  151661  67619  69072 
           
Other Operating  3023274  2601632  2516286  2743921  3806296 
           
Total Lib. Exp.  14400513  13208913  13187621  13672382  14842114 
           
           
PERSONNEL           
Professional Staff  62  64  63  54  54 
Support Staff  106  100  102  93  89 
Student/Temps  89  89  90  93  88 
Total Staff  257  253  255  240  231 



























































































































































































































































                        Jane           
                                                                     
                                                                     
   
 
Joe                  May           
                                                                     
      
 
Pat              Vacant           
                                                                     
          
 
Jeff          Doug           
                                                                     
          
 
John        David       
                                                                     
          
 
Melissa        Lynda       
                                                                     
          
 
Jackie        Derek           
                                                                     
          
 
Caroline        Maggie       
                                                                     
          
 
Deborah        Betty           
                                                                     
      
 
Karen              Sarah       
                                                                     
          
 
Judy        Shakun       
                                                                     
          
 
Cookie        Susan       
                                                                     
          
 
Chantal        Jody           
                                                                     
          
 
Beth        Clara       
                                                                     
      
 
Susan              Mae       
                                                                     
      
 










































































































 2.34  Human Resources 
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SECTION A Executive Summary 
 
This document represents the outcome of the strategic planning process undertaken by the 
administration and staff of the University Libraries. The purpose of the process has been to 
identify progress made by the libraries during the past year, to develop strategic goals for the 
library over the next five years, to create strategies for accomplishing these goals and to devise 
an assessment plan to measure the effectiveness of the University Libraries in accomplishing its 
goals. The process included the formation of a Strategic Planning Committee comprised of 
Library Coordinators covering all areas of Library operations and representatives from the 
Library administration. Committee members met with department heads and department heads 
met with members of their staff to solicit input from both library faculty and library support staff. 
As drafts were compiled, they were distributed to all library personnel for additional input. The 
results of the LibQual  user’s surveys, a user satisfaction survey produces by the Association of 
Research Libraries, were also taken into consideration.  
 
As the major research library in South Carolina, the mission of the University Libraries is to 
provide students, faculty and staff with comprehensive access to information essential to 
teaching, research and outreach activities of the University of South Carolina. The libraries 
collect, organize, conserve and manage print and digital resources in order to provide library and 
information services to the University community which includes the other USC campuses. The 
University Libraries also serves as a major educational resource for the citizens of South 
Carolina through interlibrary loan, document delivery and in-house use.  
 
Despite permanent budget reductions in the past three years totaling $1,290,307 (FY02, 
$539,051; FY03, $533,499; FY04, FY04, $217,757) the University Libraries still made progress 
in fulfilling its strategic goals. Utilizing vacancy lag money, private endowment funds, and a 
Board of Trustees approved serials inflation allocation, the Library was able to maintain its 
materials budget and did not cut serials, monographs or electronic resources purchases. Web 
based subscriptions were increased by 18%. Thomas Cooper upgraded and increased the speed 
and reliability of it’s network infrastructure. Wireless access was extended at Thomas Cooper 
and is now available throughout the library for student and faculty research. The Library began a 
number of digital initiatives, most notably the digitization of the Sanborn maps. Plans are 
underway to increase student seating on the main floor of the Thomas Cooper Library by 250, 
providing more wireless workstation areas, smart card printing facilities, and easy access to 
reference staff to assist in utilizing information resources. Loan periods for graduate students 
have been extended to semester loans. Three state-of-the-art microform scanners/readers have 
been acquired to provide expanded access to the Library’s extensive microform collection.   
 
The Library’s development efforts were very successful. Endowments increased during the year 
by over $611,000. The South Financial Group made a contribution of $50,000 for the handling 
and processing of the papers of former Governor Carroll Campbell. The 2nd. annual dinner to 
honor Lou and Beth Holtz raised over $40,000 for the Holtz Endowment for Undergraduate 
Resources. The Music Library received a $150,000 contribution to construct quarters and 
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maintain a major music collection. The Arthur E. Holman Jr. Conservation Lab was officially 
named and recognized through a $100,000 contribution. 
 
In order to achieve its mission, the University Libraries has established the following goals for 
the period 2004-2009. The goals were reached through a process of open communication and 
staff participation. 
 
Goal 1 Evaluate, select, acquire, organize and preserve a collection of materials in a variety of 
formats (print, electronic, multi-media, etc.) as well as the equipment necessary for its 
use. These resources support the curricula of the University, provide the basis for a well-
rounded liberal education, reflect the diverse composition of a multi-cultured community, 
and to the extent possible, meet the research needs of the University community which 
include the other USC campuses. 
 
Goal 2 Provide exceptional services that support, enhance and promote the academic programs 
of the University. 
 
Goal 3 Assist users in understanding the organization of Library resources, in identifying,  
locating and using recorded information, in utilizing library services and in developing 
critical thinking skills while serving as a partner in developing information literacy for 
lifelong learning. 
  
Goal 4 Maintain a strategy and associated instruments to assess the University community 
regarding the importance and effectiveness of Library resources, services and staff in 
fulfilling the Library’s mission and goals to provide a realistic measure of Customer 
Service/Client Satisfaction. 
 
Goal 5 Develop and expand the library development efforts in order to establish a stable 
foundation of multiple and diverse funding that supports the endeavors of the University 
Libraries. 
 
Goal 6 Continue to be recognized in the top fifty public research libraries in the 
 nation. 
 
Goal 7 House library collections and service activities in space that meets staff and user 
requirements, assures the security of the collections, and enhances the operating 
performance and productivity of the University Libraries’ staff. 
 
Goal 8 Maintain a leadership role in university, regional, statewide and national cooperative 
efforts in order to achieve more effective and efficient services for our customers. 
 
Goal 9 Recruit, train, and develop personnel possessing the wide rage of knowledge, skills and 
experiences necessary to meet the diverse library service requirements of the University 
community. 
 
Although its goals are long term by nature, University Libraries will place a  
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major focus on the following objectives during academic year 2004-2005: 
 
Obj: Build collections, both print and digital, to support the educational mission of the 
University, provide innovative information and communication technology and remain at 
the cutting edge of the expanding information delivery systems. 
 
Obj: Expand the infrastructure and scope of the digitization activities in the libraries 
 
Obj: Maintain exemplary service to students, faculty, and staff. 
 
Obj: Continue to expand access to web-based  online resources for use by students, faculty, 
and staff. 
 
Obj: Seek increased financial support by increasing the number of grant proposals and 
increasing private fund raising with special focus on the new Rare Books wings. 
 
Obj: Provide training and education for members of the library staff to ensure they stay abreast 
of technology changes and provide support for scholarly activities by library faculty. 
 
The University Libraries will utilize a number of different methods to assess its  
performance in accomplishing these objectives. A primary assessment tool will be the  
LibQUAL+™ survey, designed by the Association of Research Libraries, which is used  
to define and measure library service quality across institutions and to create useful  
quality assessment tools for local planning. The Library will compare itself to the 
 University’s peer institutions that participate in this survey. Other measures used to 
 assess performance will be the number of grants submitted and awarded, the amount of 
 private funding received, the percentage of the materials budget spent for electronic  
 resources, and the number of library guides published. An additional assessment method,  
 the Value Centered Management Service Units – Accountability Standards, will compare 





SECTION B  Mission Statement 
 
As the major research library in South Carolina, the mission of the University Libraries is to 
provide students, faculty, and staff with comprehensive access to information essential to the 
teaching, research, and outreach activities of the University of South Carolina. The libraries 
collect, organize, conserve, and manage print and digital resources in order to provide library and 
information services to the University community. As campus needs for information are met 
services are extended, in cooperation with other libraries, throughout the state.  
 
The University Libraries is an integral part of the educational process. It is essential to the 
quality of the intellectual and cultural life of the University of South Carolina. The University 
Libraries mission supports the University’s mission by providing support for the University’s 
programs of teaching, research, and outreach activities. The University Libraries also serves as a 
major educational resource for the citizens of South Carolina and, when appropriate, for other 
libraries on a regional, national, and international level. 
 
The University Libraries offer a wide array of traditional and electronic services to the 
University academic community and guests of the University. The Libraries provide services 
within the Thomas Cooper Library, South Caroliniana Library, Business Library, Mathematics 
Library and Music Library and cooperates fully with the Medical and Law Libraries. The 





SECTION C  Progress on Previous Year’s Plan (FY2003-2004) 
 
Strategic Goal 1: Evaluate, select, acquire, organize and preserve a collection of  materials in a 
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Strategic Goal 2: Provide exceptional services that support, enhance, and promote the academic 
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University 
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Strategic Goal 3: Assist users in understanding the organization of library resources, in 
identifying and locating recorded information, in utilizing library services, and in developing 
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the content of the 
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proposal for LIBR 
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community on an 
annual basis to 
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Use of electronic 
resources have 
increased by 24%. 
 
Strategic Goal 4: Maintain a strategy and associated instruments to assess the University 
community regarding the importance and effectiveness of Library resources, services and staff in 
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Strategic Goal 5: Develop and expand the library development efforts in order to establish a 
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Strategic Goal 7: House library collections and service activities in space that meets staff and 
user requirements, assures security of the collections, and enhances the operating performance 
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will place a high 
priority on the 
library for a bond 
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renovation. 
Plans to renovate 
the main floor of 
the TCL opening 
the area and 
expanding seating 
for student use 
are progressing. 
Engineering work 




Strategic Goal 8: Maintain a leadership role in university, regional, statewide, and national 
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implement a new 
web-based catalog 
as part of the 





will assist PASCAL 
in the development 
of a state-wide 
virtual library. 
The USC Library 
played a leading 
role in preparing 
the Request for 
Proposal for 
PASCAL effort to 
obtain a new web 
based catalog. 
Bids for the 
catalog will be 
submitted sometime 
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variety of 
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to these resources 
for other USC 
campus libraries. 
The Kudzu 
Consortium has 16 
ASERL member 
libraries. The ILL 
component 








has formed a 
committee to 
explore the 
possibility of a 
state wide shuttle 
for delivery of 
library material.  
 
Strategic Goal 9: Recruit, train, and develop personnel possessing the wide range of knowledge, 
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library staff to 
ensure that they 
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The modified goals established last year remain valid. Due to the continued reduction in state 
funding (three year permanent library reduction of $1,245,307) the Library will have to increase 
its development efforts to offset state funding shortfalls. Electronic access to information 
resources is becoming increasingly important and a digital presence for the Library will become 
a major focus or objective.   
 
The following are the major accomplishments made during the year with respect to the Library’s 
stated goals and objectives. 
 
Strategic Goal 1:  Acquired 3 state-of –the-art microform scanner/readers to assist users in 
accessing the Library’s extensive microform collection. 
 
Strategic Goal 2: Increased web-based subscriptions by 18%. Initiated the following digitization 
projects: Sanborn Maps, Joseph Heller Papers, and Posters of the Great War. Appointed a 
librarian to be in charge of the library’s digitization efforts. Increased the graduate student loan 
period to semester checkouts. 
 
Strategic Goal 3:  A proposal for an information literacy course taught by library faculty was 
developed and submitted to the Curriculum and New Courses Committee for approval. The 
Library developed and produced a series of 15 online instructional modules for the Honors 
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College and University 201 – Fundamentals of Inquiry. Government Documents staff instructed 
200 Social Work graduate students in the use of 2000 Census data.  
 
Strategic Goal 4:  Library faculty and staff conducted a Building Use and Customer Service 
(LibQual) survey to determine user expectation and satisfaction 
 
Strategic Goal 5:  Library endowments increased by over $600,000. A lead gift of $2,000,000 
was obtained for  a new Special Collections addition to the Thomas Cooper Library. 
 
Strategic Goal 6:  Despite continuous years of state reductions, the University administration was 
able to provide the Library with $300,000 to cover the cost of serials inflation. The Library did 
not reduce the materials budget. Expanded access to electronic resources was provided to several 
USC campus libraries: GeoRef, Compendex, and Wilson Omni File Full-text Mega Edition. 
 
Strategic Goal 7:  Three new HVAV units were installed in the Thomas Cooper Library to 
improve environmental conditions and to help alleviate mold and control humidity. 
 
Strategic Goal 8:  USC Library faculty played the lead role in Pascal’s (Partnership Among 
South Carolina Academic Libraries) submission of an RFP for a proposed state-wide web-based 
catalog. 
 
The major obstacles which prevented the University Libraries from reaching a number of its 
goals and objectives were reduced state funding over the past three years and the state of the 
economy. The Library has had permanent budget reductions totaling $1,290,307. This has 
resulted in reduced purchasing power for library materials and necessitated not filling many 
library faculty and support staff vacancies. Since the Association of Research Libraries bases its 
membership criteria index on number of volumes and serials, number of volumes added, number 
of staff and total library expenditures, University Libraries has dropped continuously in the 
membership criteria index rankings during the past three years.  The state of the economy has 
also hindered the Library’s development efforts.  
 
The University Libraries utilized a number of different factors to assess its progress during the 
year. The major assessment tool was the Library’s annual user satisfaction survey. This survey 
was administered to students, faculty and staff of the University as well as to other users of the 
Library. The survey measured the user satisfaction rate for library collections and services and 
allowed for a  comparison with University peer institutions. Other assessment tools utilized were 
the Association of Research Libraries ratings, the amount of funds raised for endowments and 
gifts, the number of new web resources acquired, the number of events supported by the library, 
and whether or not funding was obtained for serials inflation. 
 
For the most part, the Library was successful in meeting its goals and objectives. The Library did 
compare favorably with University peer institutions its annual survey and met or surpassed other 
criteria levels that had been established. The Library did not meet its goals in the area of the 
Association of Research Libraries ranking and in its development efforts. An explanation is 




As a result of the assessment process, some of the objectives for next year will receive greater 
effort, i.e. the Library’s development efforts. The user survey indicated a need to expand our 








SECTION D  Strategic Goals (2004-2009) 
 
Goal 1 Evaluate, select, acquire, organize and preserve a collection of materials in a 
variety of formats (print, electronic, multi-media, etc.) as well as the equipment 
necessary for its use. These resources support the curricula of the University, 
provide the basis for a well-rounded liberal education, reflect the diverse 
composition of a multi-cultured community and, to the extent possible, meet the 
research needs of the University community. 
 
Goal 2 Provide exceptional services that support, enhance, and promote the academic 
programs of the University. 
 
Goal 3 Assist users in understanding the organization of library resources, in identifying 
and locating recorded information, in utilizing library services, and in developing 
critical thinking skills while serving as a partner in developing information 
literacy for lifelong learning. 
 
Goal 4 Maintain a strategy and associated instruments to assess the University 
community regarding the importance and effectiveness of Library resources, 
services and staff in fulfilling the Library’s missions and goals to provide a 
realistic measure of Customer Service/Client Satisfaction. 
 
Goal 5 Develop and expand the library development efforts in order to establish a stable 
foundation of multiple and diverse funding that supports the endeavors of the 
University Libraries. 
 
Goal 6 Continue to be recognized in the top fifty public research libraries in the nation. 
 
Goal 7 House library collections and service activities in space that meets staff and user 
requirements, assures the security of the collections, and enhances the operating 
performance and productivity of the University Libraries’ staff. 
 
Goal 8  Maintain a leadership role in university, regional, statewide, and national 
cooperative efforts whenever possible in order to achieve more effective and 
efficient services for our customers. 
 
Goal 9 Recruit, train, and develop personnel possessing the wide range of knowledge, 
skills, and experience necessary to meet the diverse library service requirements 








SECTION E  Objectives and Strategies 
 
Goal 1 Evaluate, select, acquire, organize and preserve a collection of materials in a 
variety of formats (print, electronic, multi-media, etc.) as well as the equipment 
necessary for its use. These resources support the curricula of the University, 
provide the basis for a well-rounded liberal education, reflect the diverse 
composition of a multi-cultured community and, to the extent possible, meet the 
research needs of the University community. 
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Goal 2 Provide exceptional services that support, enhance, and promote the academic 
programs of the University. 
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Goal 3 Assist users in understanding the organization of library resources, in identifying 
and locating recorded information, in utilizing library services, and in developing 
critical thinking skills while serving as a partner in developing information 
literacy for lifelong learning. 
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Goal 4 Maintain a strategy and associated instruments to assess the University 
community regarding the importance and effectiveness of Library resources, 
services and staff in fulfilling the Library’s missions and goals to provide a 
realistic measure of Customer Service/Client Satisfaction. 
 
 












































Goal 5 Develop and expand the library development efforts in order to establish a stable 
foundation of multiple and diverse funding that supports the endeavors of the 
University Libraries. 
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Goal 6 Continue to be recognized in the top fifty public research libraries in the nation. 
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Goal 7 House library collections and service activities in space that meets staff and user 
requirements, assures the security of the collections, and enhances the operating 
performance and productivity of the University Libraries’ staff. 
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Goal 8  Maintain a leadership role in university, regional, statewide, and national 
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Goal 9 Recruit, train, and develop personnel possessing the wide range of knowledge, 
skills, and experience necessary to meet the diverse library service requirements 
of the University community. 
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SECTION F Assessment Plan 
 
The University Libraries will utilize a number of different methods to determine if it has  
accomplished its goals and objectives. Section E of the Strategic Plan 2004-2009 list not  
only the goals and objectives for each goal, but strategies, assessment criteria (or  
indicators) and the assessment method to be used to measure success. 
 
The primary assessment tool will be the LibQUAL+™ user survey developed by the  
Association of Research Libraries. Over 350 libraries, including most members of the  
Association of Research Libraries, are utilizing this survey to determine user satisfaction  
with both library collections and services. LibQUAL+ allows libraries to define and  
measure library service quality across institutions and to create useful quality assessment  
tools for local planning. This survey will be issued annually to students, faculty and staff  
of the University of South Carolina. University Libraries conducted its first LibQUAL+  
survey during the Spring Semester 2003. LibQUAL+ results will allow the Library to  
compare itself with other University peer institutions. 
 
In addition to the LibQual+ survey the Library will utilize a number of additional  
methods to assess its accomplishments and these methods are listed in Section E., i.e.  
whether or not a specific target was met, a specified number of donors were contacted, a  
specific number of grants were obtained, whether a course was approved and is being  
offered, the amount of funds raised through the Library’s development efforts, the 
statistical ratings of the Association of Research Libraries, etc. U. S. C. Business and 
Finance will also provide the Library will a peer institution comparison based on the 
























SECTION G Resource Requirements   
 
Resource Source Objective 
Addressed 
Time Frame 





6, Objective 1 
Yearly 
$8,000,000 Private Funds Strategic Goal 
5, Objective 4 
2 Years 
$30,000,000 State Bond 
Issue 
Strategic Goal 
7, Objective 2 
3-5 Years 
 
Strategic Goal 6, Objective 1 
Goal 6:  Continue to be recognized in the top fifty public research libraries in the nation. 
Objective 1:  Continue to emphasize increases or the maintenance of serials  
subscriptions, both print and electronic, the number of volumes added to the collection,  
number of staff, and the total library expenditures as these factors dictate Association of 
Research Libraries rankings  
 
Strategic Goal 5, Objective 4 
Goal 5:  Develop and expand the library development efforts in order to establish a stable  
foundation of multiple and diverse funding that supports the endeavors of the University  
Libraries. 
Objective 4:  Identify funding for the new rare book wings 
 
Strategic Goal 7, Objective 2 
Goal 7:  House library collections and service activities in space that meets staff and user  
requirements, assures the security of the collections, and enhances the operating  
performance and productivity of the University Libraries’ staff.  
Objective 2:  Renovate the Thomas Cooper Library for the safety, comfort and usability  




Vanderbilt University Library 
Staff Time Allocation Study 
General Study Information 
2003/2004 
 
Purpose: To gather information about the time spent in the various categories of work 
that Library staff perform. 
Staff in the libraries are involved in many tasks, often ones that cross functional 
boundaries that might normally be associated with particular tasks, e.g., editing of 
bibliographic or item records (technical services function) in one of the library divisions 
(normally thought of as public services).  To gain a better understanding of how staff 
time is distributed functionally, rather than organizationally, a couple of ARL libraries 
have been working toward a Staff Allocations Project time study that might be useful 
internally in understanding the time investment in various functional library tasks.  We 
also hope that data at the institutional level might be interesting and useful to compare 
across libraries.   
Dilys Morris, formerly at Iowa State, leads the current project; Vanderbilt and Notre 
Dame are trying out this study.  Other large libraries have expressed some interest in 
this kind of information, and ARL is watching the effort to see whether and how it might 
be useful in their gathering of measurement tools.  Key to comparable and reliable data 
is the clear understanding and communication of the categories of work effort that 
should be recorded.  Notre Dame began collecting data in early 2004; Vanderbilt is 
testing three weeks during the 2003/2004 fiscal year to determine the appropriateness 
of the categories. 
Vanderbilt Library staff are asked to record their time in 15 minute intervals in the 
various product/service centers defined for the study.  The first week for data collection 
was November 10-17; the second week was February 27 - March 4; the final week for 
2003/2004 is June 10-16.  Recording sheets will be collected from each participating 
division, and data will be entered into the software created for this purpose.  Comment 
sheets will be collected on any and all questions and on suggestions about where to 
record time, how to clarify the categories, and how to improve the taxonomy.   
By 2004/2005, the Staff Time Allocation Study should be ready for ongoing production 
use.  In the meantime, the libraries at Vanderbilt will have gathered useful information 
and will have played an important part in a more generalizable and comparative library 
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Training, Revision, Procedures, and Policies  
• •             Training: Used by individuals training others and staff being trained who 
are accomplishing no work. If work is accomplished, time is counted in appropriate 
task. 
• •             Demonstrations and presentations 
• •             Procedure and policy documentation 
• •             Revision of other’s work when done as a separate task 
Consulting and Problems
• •             Consulting and responding to inquiries and questionnaires, including e-mail 
• •             Problem-solving falling outside of normal procedures and guidelines. Often 
work is referred because an individual did not know how to proceed. Does not refer 
to complex investigation or verification which is part of an assigned task 
• •             Liaison work  
Administrative Work 
• •             If the administrative work covers more than one product or service center, 
split time between product/service centers.  If the administrative work covers many 
product/service centers or library-wide issues, place time in AS03 
Meetings 
• •             All time spent in meetings  
• •             Meeting preparation specific to a meeting 
• •             If a meeting covers more than one product or service center, split time 
between product/service centers.  If a meeting covers many product/service centers 
or is administrative in nature, place time in AS04 
Other 
• •             Use for unusual activities that are not identified by the center definitions 
  
 
Email:  There are no tasks to use specifically for email.  Determine the type of work being 
completed by using email, such as administrative work, consulting and problems, general 




AC  Acquisitions 
AC01 Training, Revision, Procedures, and Policies  
AC02 Consulting and Problems 
AC03 Administrative Work 
• •                         Evaluating costs, terms, and sources; vendor analysis and report 
preparation 
• •         Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• •         Job related reading requiring response  
• •         Planning and strategizing 
• •         Vision and direction  
• •         Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 
• •         Overseeing operations and services; analyzing, assessing and monitoring 
services/products; user assessment studies 
AC04 Meetings 
AC05 Other 
• •                         Mail preparation (labels, boxes, envelopes)  
• •                         Sorting, shelving, distributing 
• •                         Other 
AC06 Searching 
All pre-order searching (resulting records may be used for both cataloging and 
ordering purposes) AC07 Ordering 
• •                         All creation of order records and first-time preparation of check-in 
records (on or off-line) Assigning vendors and determining exchange partners  
• •                         Estimating prices and verifying discounts  
• •                         Serial source changes 
AC08 Record Maintenance 
• •                         Claims, cancellations, and all correspondence  
• •                         Updating order and check-in records  
• •                         All associated record filing and pulling 
AC08.1 Record Maintenance - Firm Orders, Continuations 
• •                         Claims, cancellations, and all correspondence 
• •                         Updating order and check-in records, posting reports 
AC08.2 Record Maintenance - Serials, Periodicals 
• •                         Claims, cancellations, and all correspondence 
• •                         Updating order and check-in records, posting reports 
AC09 Receiving 
• •                         Opening and sorting all mail 
• •                         Receiving materials and checking-in; includes materials, invoices, and 
normal searching for missing records 
• •                         Creating online pay statements 
• •                         Checking-in cataloging records received from services like OCLC 
PromptCat 
AC09.1 Receiving - Firm Orders, Continuations, Approvals 
• •                         Opening and sorting all incoming mail and packages 
• •                         Receiving materials, creating item records, charging, and routing 
• •                         Related problem solving 
AC09.2 Receiving - Serials, Periodicals 
• •                         Opening and sorting all incoming mail and packages 
• •                         Receiving materials, creating item records, charging and routing 




• •                         Recording billing and converting currency 
• •                         Preparing invoices and vouchers (on or off-line), including 
photocopying and assembling 
• •                         Checking and verifying statements; invoice approval and bookkeeping 
• •                         Fund code management  
• •                         Associated filling and pulling 
AC10.1 Payments - OPAC- Firm Orders, Continuations, Approvals 
• •                         Posting payments in OPAC 
• •                         Preparation of invoices, including photocopying and assembling 
• •                         Checking and verifying statements, bookkeeping 
• •                         Fund code management 
• •                         Interacting with libraries and vendors regarding price increases, etc. 
• •                         Preparation of approval invoices, including deduction of books to be 
returned 
AC10.2 Payments- OPAC- Serials, Periodicals 
• •                         Posting payments on OPAC 
• •                         Preparation of invoices, including photocopying and assembling 
• •                         Checking and verifying statements, bookkeeping 
• •                         Fund code management 
• •                         Interacting with libraries and vendors regarding price increases, etc. 
AC10.3 PAYMENTS 
• •                         Entering payments on second system 
• •                         Fund code management 
• •                         Record management 
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AS   Administrative & Support Services 
AS01 Training, Procedures, and Policies 
AS03 Administrative Work 
• •         Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• •         Job related reading requiring response  
• •         Planning and strategizing 
• •         Vision and direction of library initiatives 
• •         Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 
• •         Overseeing operations and services; analyzing, assessing and monitoring 
services/products; user assessment studies 
• •         Vendor relationships 
• •         License negotiations.  Put electronic resource work in its own center 
• •         Administrative work covering multiple product centers and cannot be easily 
divided between product centers 
• •         Creating/maintaining staff web sites 
AS04 Meetings: not related to a Product/Service Center 
• •                         All institution sponsored meetings, demonstrations and presentations 
not related to a specific product/service center.  If the meeting concerns product 
and service center issues, place time in the appropriate product/service center. 
Includes travel time to meetings, but if work accomplished during travel, count 
in appropriate center. 
• •                         Consulting and referring, responding to inquiries 
• •                         Includes preparation time 
AS05 Other 
AS06 Professional Work 
• •                         Research, writing, teaching not included in position description, vitae 
preparation, professional service, conference attendance and meetings not 
required by position. Includes travel time to meetings, but if work accomplished 
during travel, count in appropriate center 
AS07 General Reading 
• •                         Informational reading for professional development (journals, books, 
reports, memos)    
AS08 Staff Development 
• •                         Demonstrations and presentations   
• •                         Annual performance reviews; employee conferences  
• •                         Recruitment strategy development 
AS10 Office Management 
• •                         Typing, filing, organizing, sorting, photocopying, inputting and editing, 
statistics compilation, scheduling meetings and appointments, completing 




AS14 Personnel Activities 
• •                         Hiring and firing 
• •                         Policies and procedures 
• •                         Benefits 
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AU  Automation and Systems 
AU06 Solving Problems and Maintaining Software/Hardware 
• •                         Diagnosing and handling problems with hardware and software and 
other automation related activities. Checking records for system functionality 
AU07 Installing Software/Hardware 
• •                         Setting up/installing software. Reading and deciphering 
documentation, calling vendors, initializing disks. Hooking up and maintaining 
hardware  
AU08 Programming and Application Development 
• •                         Programming, developing applications, setting up databases and 
spread sheets, documenting 
• •                         General Web design support 
• •                         AU09 Network/Server Management Tape and file processing; backing 
up; loading and copying new records and indices  
• •                          Organizing and maintaining file structures 
• •                         Software installation and testing 
• •                         Maintenance/upgrading of operating system and services 
• •                         Jack activations 
• •                         Assignment of computer network addresses/names 
• •                         Troubleshooting network connectivity problems 
AU09 Network/Server Management 
AU10 Workstation Management 
• •                         Building/testing images 
• •                         Setting up and maintaining network and computer accounts; 
developing scripts 
• •                         Creating and maintain OU policies 
• •                         Creating/distributing software installers 
AU11 Staff Microcomputer Management (for other than technology staff)  
• •                         To be used by staff managing work microcomputer  
• •                         Organizing and deleting files 
• •                         Setting options 
• •                         Backing up 




CA  Cataloging 
CA01 Training, Revision, Procedures, And Policies 
CA02 Consulting and Problems 
CA03 Administrative Work 
• •         Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• •         Job related reading requiring response  
• •         Planning and strategizing 
• •         Vision and direction  
• •         Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 
• •         Overseeing operations and services; analyzing, assessing and monitoring 
services/products; user assessment studies 
CA04 Meetings 
CA05 Other 
• •                         Sorting, shelving, boxing, distributing and retrieving, file maintenance 
and material tracking 
• •                         Searching and printing cataloging copy, if done as separate task, if not 
count as cataloging task 
• •                         OCLC updates, if done as separate task 
CA06 Authority Work 
• •                         Searching, verifying, and establishing names, subjects, series, and 
uniform titles for new title cataloging and recataloging. Use only if performed as 
separate task; otherwise, count in cataloging task 
• •                         Establishing or revising existing authority records for local use or 
NACO participation 
• •                         Communication with LC on authority issues 
CA07 Copy Cataloging 
• •                         Verification and modification (description and classification) of an 
existing catalog record. Does not include recataloging of a local record. 
• •                         Item record creation and bar coding if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Verification of call numbers if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Passing records into the local system if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Includes authority work if done as part of task 
CA08 Full-level Original Cataloging  
• •                         Creation of cataloging records (description and classification) which 
meet national standards for full cataloging; includes new records derived from variant 
edition records 
• •                         Item record creation and bar coding if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Verification of call numbers if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Passing records into the local system if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Includes authority work if done as part of task 
CA09 Minimal- level Original Cataloging  
• •                         Creation of cataloging records (description and classifications) which 
does not meet national standards 
• •                         Creation of local provisional records 
• •                         Item record creation and bar coding if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Verification of call numbers if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Passing records into the local system if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Includes authority work if done as part of task 
CA10 Recataloging  
• •                         Subsequent changes to a cataloging record (description or 
classification); for serials includes cessations, title changes, addition of notes  
• •                         Adding additional copies and volumes to a cataloging record 
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• •                         Item record creation and bar coding if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Verification of call numbers if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Passing records into the local system if done as part of cataloging task 
• •                         Includes authority work if done as part of task 
CA11 Enhanced Access 
• •                         Activities separate from a cataloging task which add access 
enhancements to cataloging record or Web access. Examples: scanning of table of 
contents, book covers, theses abstracts; creating Web documents from MARC record 
CA12 Outsourced Cataloging 
• •                         Preparation and management of outsourced new title cataloging 
CA13 Passing Records into Local System 
• •                         Use if addition of cataloging records to the local OPAC is batched and 
done as a separate task 
CA14 Call Number Verification 
• •                         Verification of call numbers if batched and done as a separate task 
CA15 Editing/Inputting Catalog Records 




CD  Collection Development and Management (Center does not include pre-
order searching, acquisition record creation/maintenance or fund accounting, all of 
which are covered in the Acquisitions Center) 
CD01 Training, Revision, Procedures and Policies 
CD02 Consulting and Problems 
• •                         Includes responding to questions concerning collection development 
and management 
CD03 Administrative Work 
• •         Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• •         Job related reading requiring response  
• •         Planning and strategizing 
• •         Vision and direction  
• •         Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 
• •         Overseeing operations and services; analyzing, assessing and monitoring 
services/products; user assessment studies 
CD04 Meetings 
CD05 Other 
CD06 Selection  
• •                         All material formats and review of received materials (other than gifts) 
CD07 Approval Review 
• •                         Review of materials received from approval vendors 
CD08 Collection Review 
• •                         Withdrawal and transfer decisions 
• •                         Identification of materials to go to storage. 
CD09 Collection Policy 
• •                         Development and maintenance 
• •                         Liaison work with academic departments 
• •                         Alerting colleges or user groups to library resources, service and 
policies 
• •                         Assessing how policies meet user needs 
CD10 Records  
• •                         Creation and maintenance of selection-related records 
• •                         Want Lists creation and maintenance 
CD11 Vendor Selection Profiles 
• •                         Establishment and maintenance  
CD 12 Gifts 
• •                         Negotiating, Accepting, Processing, Disposing 
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CM  Catalog Maintenance 
CM01 Training, Revision, Procedures, and Policies 
CM02 Consulting and Problems 
CM03 Administrative Work 
• •         Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• •         Job related reading requiring response  
• •         Planning and strategizing 
• •         Vision and direction  
• •         Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 
• •         Overseeing operations and services; analyzing, assessing and monitoring 
services/products; user assessment studies 
CM04 Meetings 
CM05 Other 
CM06 Card Maintenance 
• •                         Card receiving, filing and revision; preparing, pulling and changing 
cards 
CM07 Online Editing 
• •                         Editing and inputting cataloging records (no cataloging decisions are 
being made) 
CM08 Shelf Listing 
• •                         Maintenance of information on a shelf list record 
CM09 Database Clean-up Projects 
• •                         Includes all types of records: bibliographic, order, payments, binding, 
etc. 
CM10 Holdings/Location Changes 
• •                         Withdrawals, transfers, lacks, retention changes 
CM11 Item Record Creation 
• •                         Includes Bar coding, if done together 
CM12 End Authority Work 
• •                         Investigation and follow-thru resulting from system identified new and 
conflicting headings. Does not include authority work completed as part of the cataloging 
process 




ER  Electronic Resources (does not include work related to locally digitized 
material) 
ER01 Training, Revision, Procedures, and Policies 
ER02 Consulting and Problems 
ER03 Administrative Work 
• •         Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• •         Job related reading requiring response  
• •         Planning and strategizing 
• •         Vision and direction  
• •         Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 
• •         Overseeing operations and services; analyzing, assessing and monitoring 
services/products; user assessment studies 
• •         License negotiations and management 
• •         Investigating coverage issues 
ER04 Meetings 
• •                         Cross-departmental meetings about electronic resources 
implementation/use 
ER05 Other 
ER06 Content and Access Tools 
• •                         Management and maintenance of tools (eg. SFX database, 
SerialsSolutions data, exProxy database, URL tools for persistent access) 
• •                         Web site creation and management 
• •                         Metadata creation, indexes, finding aids, links 
ER07 Programming and Application Development 
• •                         Programming, developing applications, setting up databases and 
spread sheets (e.g. PURL development, encoded urls with passwords, Electronic 
Products database development) 
ER08 User Materials: Creation and Maintenance 
LV  Leave 
LV01 Vacation  





PR  Preservation 
PR01 Training, Revision, Procedures, and Policies 
PR02 Consulting and Problems 
PR03 Administrative Work 
• •         Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• •         Job related reading requiring response  
• •         Planning and strategizing 
• •         Vision and direction  
• •         Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 
• •         Overseeing operations and services; analyzing, assessing and monitoring 
services/products; user assessment studies 
PR04 Meetings 
PR05 Other 
PR06 Pamphlet Binding and Stiffening 
• •                         Stiffening and pamphlet binding; include marking and labeling, if done 
at same time 
• •                         Maintaining binding records 
  
• •                         All in-house binding 
PR07 Collation and Binding Preparation 
• •                         Binding preparation (including photocopying),  
• •                         Post binding processing and file maintenance; includes bar coding if 
done at same time 
• •                         Binding database input and maintenance 
PR08 Conservation Treatment/Repair 
• •                         Repair treatments, boxing and shrink wrapping (including 
photocopying); marking, labeling and bar coding, if done at same time  
• •                         Maintaining conservation records 
PR09 Brittle Book Processing and Reformatting 
• •                         Pre and post processing and any associated record keeping 
PR10 Shelf and Book Cleaning 
PR11 Collection Surveying 
• •                         Entry of data and analysis of results 
PR12 Disaster Preparedness and Response 
• •                         Cleaning, freeze-drying and other treatments resulting from disasters 
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PR13 Outreach Services 
• •                         Formal programs and preparation 
PR14 Mass Deacidification 
PR15 Environmental Monitoring and Control 
PR16 Distribution 




SS  Storage and Stacks Maintenance 
SS01 Training, Revision, Procedures and Policies 
SS02 Consulting and Problems 
SS03 Administrative Work 
• •         Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• •         Job related reading requiring response  
• •         Planning and strategizing 
• •         Vision and direction  
• •         Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 
• •         Overseeing operations and services; analyzing, assessing and monitoring 
services/products; user assessment studies 
SS04 Meetings 
SS05 Other 
SS06 Shelf Maintenance: reading and shelving  
SS07 Stacks shifting 
SS08 Transfers 
• •                         Boxing and moving materials between locations 
SS09 Records  
• •                         Creation and maintenance of stacks and storage records 
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UA  User Assistance  
UA01 Training, Revision, Procedures and Policies 
UA02 Consulting and Problems 
UA03 Administrative Work 
• Scheduling desks 
• Creating, maintaining, investigating patron records 
• Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• Job related reading requiring response 
• Planning and strategizing 
• Vision and direction 
• Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 




UA06 Reference Assistance  
• Includes reference-type assistance at all public service desks  
• Telephone, email and online services 
• Alerting colleges or other specified user groups to library resources, 
services and policies  
UA07 Directional Assistance 
UA08 Research Consultation Services  
• Includes lengthy one-on-one sessions with users  
UA09 User Materials:  Creation 
• Exhibits, guides, finding aids, brochures, and web pages  
• If for materials digitized locally, time goes in Digital Collections Center  
• If for other electronic resources, time goes in Electronic Resources Center  
UA 10 User Materials: Maintenance 
• If for materials digitized locally, time goes in Digital Collections Center  




UA 11 General Desk Assistance 






VP  Volume Preparation 
VP01 Training, Revision, Procedures, and Policies 
VP02 Consulting and Problems 
VP03 Administrative Work 
• •         Administrative work, statistics review and analysis, reports, memos 
• •         Job related reading requiring response  
• •         Planning and strategizing 
• •         Vision and direction  
• •         Evaluation and assessment of programs and resources 
• •         Overseeing operations and services; analyzing, assessing and monitoring 
services/products; user assessment studies 
VP04 Meetings 
VP05 Other 
VP06 Physical Shelf Preparation 
• •                         Marking, labeling, pasting, stamping; cleaning pasting machine 
• •                         Inserting security devices 
• •                         Includes bar coding, if done at same time 
VP06.1 Physical Shelf Preparation: Monographs  
VP06.2 Physical Shelf Preparation: Serials 
VP07 Distribution 
• •                         Sorting, shelving, delivering, receiving, boxing 
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